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THE GATE CLOSER 
SPECIALISTS 

180° opening with offset hinges 

Key features: 

Easy install with Quick-Fix threaded inserts 

   

    Gates up to 1.1 m wide x 1.8 m high x 75 kg 

 Installs left or right opening 

 Production testing for 500,000 cycles 

 40 mm box section or larger posts 

Fully functional down to -30° C 

30 mm box section or larger gate frames 

Separate closing & latching speed adjustments 

90° opening with in-line hinges 

In the Lion pedestrian gate closer, you have one 
closer which provides hydraulically controlled, 
automatic gate closing for many types of 
pedestrian gates. Suited for installation with both in-
line (90° opening) and offset hinged (180° opening) 
gates, you only have to check the gate and post 
specification to be sure the Lion pedestrian gate 
closer is the one for the job. 
 
A Lion pedestrian gate closer is an ideal closer for 
many applications. Here are a few: factories, car 
parks, schools, swimming pools, apartment blocks, 
housing and marinas. Of course, there are many 
others too. The Lion gate closer gives you automatic 
closing at a controlled adjustable speed with 
independent control of final latching speed. And you 
are also providing your customer with a compact and 
unobtrusive gate closing solution.  
 
With production testing of each gate closer batch to 
500,000 cycles, you can be sure this gate closer will 
last. Also, choosing a Lion you can be confident that 
your customer will be free from concerns about 
corrosion as the closer body is made from aluminium 
with a powder coated paint finish and the arm and 
rail are stainless steel.  
 
Like all Locinox products, the Lion has been designed 
to give you easy and quick installation. Each closer 
includes two rails so you can install the closer to both 
in-line or offset hinged gates. With self-adhesive 
templates to show you where each hole is to be 
drilled, installation is simple. 
 
If you would like help with anything to do with this 
product, our telephone number and email address are 
at the bottom of this page. 
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Lion 
Pedestrian Gate Closer 

In-line hinge 

LION-9005 

Lion pedestrian gate closer 
silver finish 

LION-ZILV 

Lion pedestrian gate closer 
black finish 

Offset hinge 


